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HIGHER EDUZATICN PARTNERSHIPS: PRACTICES, POLICIES, AND PRCEILEMS*

I. WHAT NUTS 'THE Nag PARTNERSHIPS DIFFERENT?

When we talk of partnerships (or collaboration) between higher education

and other organizatirre, do we mean anythirg different Iran the exchanges of

goods, services, and ideas with which we are already faniliar?

In a weld in which no individual or reganiTation is self-sufficient,

exchanges of one sx:grt or another are the incessant ebb and flag of daily life.

Universities purchase food, computers, Woks, and other gocds from carpanies.

Businesses hire college graduates as employees and faculty as consultants and

may purchase licenses to university-cuned research. Saes mires negotiate

faculty contracts while other warns repreeent different groups of college and

university employees. Academics, employers, and employee representatives mix

their interesim while serving cn boards of trustees and advisory committees.

Colleges and businesses and associaticns, because they bring jobs and budgets

with them, are sought by politicians and other citizen grcups who want them to

locate in crie or another state or community. In thousands of ways all these

people help themselves by helping others, exchanging a part of their time,

energy, faxis, or expertise for sane resource provided by others.

Why then does the rhetoric of the nod part:re:shit:6 and of collaboration

raise hopes and fears quite different in character from the er lot ions and

erpectaticris related to the routine purchasing, selling, and interacting that go

on daily wrong the sectors of our society?

* This is COB of a series of papers written as part of the Pcertseccxmlary
Educaticn for a Changing Econany: Rescurce Agent for Policies and Practices
Project for the National Institute for Work and Learning. RInding support for
the project was provided by the Rind for the Improvement of Postseccndary
Educatial under grar* number G 008440477.
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By new partnerships or ocalaborationwe mean the joint ventures between

higher education and other organizations (particularly the business sector) that

are characterizedbp vcauntary institutional participation; =1U-sector

leadership, prOb1em-solving, and performance-based orientation; shared or

corplementary interests; and shimmdreaccnsitility for agenda paanning and

action. But is this new partnership just another name for patterns of

instituticnal behavior that have been with us foralong time Or are the

patterns themselves changing and in the process forcing us to create new

behaviors and new ideas to guide those behaviors?

First, um can readily adeit that in many respects the future is tut an

extension of the past. Certainly in the United States, with its diversity of

public and private colleges and universities, many of them founded and suppccted

through close relationehips with ',mine= and industry loaders, there has been

little'ideological basis for separatian between the institutions of work and

learning.

Nmethelesb, the concepts of institutional collatoration and partnership do

imp1y,changes in toth style and substanoe affecting these relationships in some

basic ways. In. style, projects we designate as partnerships and collaborations

imply a greater degree of collegiality, cpemmess, and cospitnant to shared

values than would be typical of an exchange relationship. We do nzt use the

term collaboration to describe a ccmtract under which a company provides food

services, Maintenance services, or ccmputer services to a college. But

"collaboration" seems just the right word to describe a project to develop anew

computer assisted manufacturing prooess or to help employees learn Wish as a

second language. Here bath the ccalege and a "partner" such as a unia n. or a

company assist in the effort. It is not collab2molacri when a company or a

government agency contracts with a university to survey employes needs, conduct
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archeological assessments in advance of neW road construction, or design the

reorganization of a degertment or office. Yet "collaboration" seems to fit the

situation when university and arstractor, with or without external funding, work

together on organizational effectiveness research, develop guidelines for

employee needs surveys, and share personnel and tatic responsibilities in

carrying through the work. The closer we look at the situaticms we call

"partnerships" and those we dO not regard thatisar, the sere we see partnerships

and collaboration as dcminated by collegiality and shared respomaldlItyacross

instil:W-4=W boundaries in the performance cf substantive tasks.

In substance, projects and programs we designate as partnerships and

collaborations implyabreaking or at leastatenpmary minimizing of the

tcundaries that normally sepsnalbocmganizations. Rules regarding the sharing of

information or the qualifications of certain personnel or te scheduling cf

certain activities are bent if not changed. The more rules are bent and

exceptions made, .die greater we feel the influence of the collaborative style.

Style and substwoe merge. In this breaking cf rules the participants

experienoe, tcp varying degrees, a sense ct adventure and eXhilaration.

Collaboration and partnership become words which imply a feeling of synergy, of

extra energy, ndinagination apclied to a program.

Thus what we call collaborative activities are different. They create

situations in which decisiax-maldng AlthOrity Mar the design and operation of

certablmissions and functions of an organization is shared with "outsiders."

This threatened sharing of authority is what makes collaboration risky as well

as challenging and exciting. The organization's norms of leaderthip and control

are questioned. The job has to get done. The organization needs to prove

itself, to show that it can do the job. But it cannot dO the job by itself.

The opporbmity and respcmeibilitymmt be shared. This dilemma strikes at the

3
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emotional and pragmatic gut of an organizaticn. All the more reason, one

ooncludes, that the benefits of partnership prograns stould far ouboeigh their

costs.

Throughout this paper examples of higher education partnership efforts are

provided. The majority of these ermines are taken fran a group of projects

which =prise the Educaticn and the Economy Alliance, a program supported by

the Rind for the Improvement of Posbnozndary Educaticn, U.S. Department of

Education. (Fbr more lac:Inflation on any of these projects, contact the Naticnal

Institute for Work and Learning.)

II. TIME CATIMORIES OF PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships bottom posbmecondary educaticn institutions and wcsk

organizations directly challenge the ideal of the autrnanous university or

°Wiese. In the faoe of declining youth enrollments, growing control by public

agencies and state lexislatures, and Increasing wets that carrot be passed cn

to consumers, pcstsmorndary edmaticn institutions lock th partnerships with

oorporatias and unions as one way to help baianoe sources of revenues,

political pressures, and student eirol/ments. Fran the model of faculty and

institutional autcmany, the MOO= education institution shifts to a model of

multiple rower centers of studentm, goverment, tuskless, labor, and other

groups as external forces with faculty, administrators, and boards of trustees

in higher education perfonning a balancing and integrating funct.icn at the hub

of the postsecondary education enterprise.

Three Mtegories

Essentially partnerships and joint, or collaborative, activities involving

postsecondary education institutions with enployers, mime, Profassicnal

associaticw, end other grows may be said to trade in three types of resources:
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Maas, wealth, and people. In well-planned projects these three resources

reinforce cre anat:her. These three types of resources play drininant roles in

three correspcnding types of partnership activities (see Johnscn, 1984):

o Joint research partnerships are milt cn the producticn and
develoPment of ideas and concepts. Basic and applied research
potentially leading to new and profitable proancts can be a highly
regarding basis for educatiarbusiness partnerships, especially in
scientific and engineering fields.

o Ecananic develapnent can be defined as the creaticn of new usalth
through the use of money, markets, manpower, materials, and
management, the "five M's" of eccnanic development theory.

o Human rescuroa develorment can be interpreted in either the more
nerrag, utilitarian, scum:lido development sense of investing in pecple
to make the most productive use of their talents ar in the broader
hunanistic sense of enabling people to develop their individual
talents far their otak sake.

Each of these broad categories has many varied specific incarnaticns. Each

category has its otak sets of strategies for successful partnershirs. Each has

diverse lorograrm and °Acmes. Yet, the three can be related. Bridges can be

built fran cre tyr..- of partnership with its goals ard program to the other two

types of partnerships with their goals and progress. A joint research project,

for example, can also be developed to train a new general:Ern of researchers or

to build the conoeptual basis for a project with eccnanic develcpnent

implicaticns.

Similarly, activities in these three areas can be pursued at various levels

of cross-instituticnal involvement. Johnson (1984) describes three levels of

interaction between academic and isidustrial (or lxisiness) arganizaticns:

o Least interdependent are academic activities oriented tcward bisiness.
This level includes research centers and institutes established cn a
unilateral basis by costseccndary education institutices, publicaticn
and speaker programs oriented togard business audierms, and
Professimal anricula serving business purpoems.

Acadmuic activities in corperaticn with industry rewire sore sharing
of resources and reemnsibilities. Tease may include: personnel

5
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exchange programs, research =sorties, =tract researck adjunct
faculty, advisory coseittees, cooperative education, eTctension
services, =suiting relationships, and davelopnent of industrial
rasearch parks and mall business "incubator" facilities.

Academic/industrial partnerships are defined by Janson (1984) to
include such activities as cooperative research centers, joint
planning ard program councils, and cooperative entrepreneurial
development projects.

Ile wore specifically me describe a project the more difficult it becomes

to categorize the project neatly by level of involvement.

'Me broad SW Gep of oollaborative possibilities can be suggested, however,

bY the identificaticn of sane sub-categories of such projects. Closer

examination of substantive topics possibly deserving of aulti-secbor attention

also points to sate of the problems inherent in the practice of partnership

developrents.

Research Partnerships

Corporate research tends to be skewed .XAgard the development of marketable

products. Academic research tends to pursue the goal of new knokaedge

regardless of its annmercial value. Betkreen these two main tendencies are many

points of overlap and separation. Many ideas produced in universities enter

piblic use arid discourse thrcugh pibacaticre and teaching without ever becaning

the basis for formal oollaborative prctlects. Ari3 such of the thinking,

research, arid teaching in colleges ard universities is shaped by major events

and issues in the world outside. At the same time, each sector has its crAn

separate culture where direct ocntact with outsiders may never occur.

Partnership activities, therefore, tend to favor those parts of their

respective institution's having the most similar interests and Trethods and having

the potential to provide narbial rewards. Inevitably this skewing of focus

raises questions about the integrity of academic and professional practices,

including the freeckne to select topics, to pursue ideas wherever they seen to
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lead, to piblish findings freely, to discuss research ideas with peers and

students, and to move urthindered fran ate Instituticn to another.

In recent years many of these "principles" have became negotiable because

of the grafing similarities between the roles of researchers In Industry and

those In academic settings. Theoretical larraedge In many technical fields is

finding quick absorption into applied lamledge. Theory is being developed more

rapidly under the pressure of challenges in product development. The closing

gap between theory and practice In technical fields and even In many sociai

science fields such as crganizatictial leadership, decision-making, and political

science is triggering an era of good feelings among carp:ratio's, InliCins, arid

universities that was largely unforeseen .and even mwanted two decades ago.

Typical of these science and engineering research partnerships are:

o Ptnsanto and Harvard University - research on biochenishy and
biolcgy in caganogenics.

Bristol-IV= Company end Yale University - production of
anticancer dngs.

o The Standard Oil Ompany of Ohio and Stanford University, the
adversity of Pemsylvania, Pennsylvania State University, the
adversity of Illirois, and tIN - research al offshore engineering,
crop genetics, and mining tectrology.

CorP=cate interest In state-of-the-art research In areas other than science

and engineering has eixtended primarily to tusiness-related specialized topics in

organizaticnal psycholcgy (for insights Into leadership and supervisory

behavior), camemicatias theory (fcc canard and antra martens used In

defense and multi-national corporations), arid general management theory. In

Search of Excellence and other landmark studies, for example, have teen the

result of joint research projects Initiated by either university faculty or

management consulting flaws. In these liminess research projects as In tis

sciences, partnership projects arid the opportunities they bring for individual



invcavement tend to be limited to the elite public and private research

universities.

Not yet a utdespread cocurrence bit with the potential to readh into a

wider range of ccaleges ard universities are examples of researdh on topics of

regionai and community interest involving colleges ard universities utth

regional and local oonstituencies. Here business sponearstdp tends to emphasize

analysis of regional economic, demographic, and political trends on the one

hand, or the development of ressordirscgrams closely linked to industries (for

example, ceramics, or aubmobiles, or ccretruction) with a strong presence in

the regicri.

Labor unions have had almost no role thus far in these research

partnerships, with same very modest exceptions involving state univerattlasutth

strong programs of labor studies ccineksixial relations. Professional

engineering and scientific associations have played a modest yet important role

in raising oarporate atbsrtial to concerns such as the Shortages of engineering

faculty and in encoursaing the development of educatiarcorporate partnerships

through reports, publicatiam, presentations at annual meetings, and the

formation of associaticns dedicated 'to coopsrative educatirn.

Mat appears to te lacking in these research partnerships is serious

attentizn to potentially crntroversial areas in which cceporate performance in

natters affecting the public veafaremi4ht be subjected to public criticism.

Issues sudh as disposal of chemical wastes, affirmative action, occupational

safety and health, plant closings and uvrker displacement, and investment in

overseas production facilitiesmay affect corporate profits and products in

direct, occasionally spectacular ways. Yet corporations, =unions for that

matter, tend not to seek cut joint researdh projects on these issues.

Foadaticns, government, and public interest groups tend to be the sponsors of
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college and university research cm these topics.

Cpportunities for research partnerships also are directly affected by

national and state laws dealing with tax, anti-trust, and pater* policies.

Fears of anti-trust prosecution have inhibited the formaticn of inlistrial

ccreortia sponscring university research projects in the past. The financial

value of a research project differs if it is treated as a rhilanthrcpic

cantribaticn frau a oxporate foundaticn than if it is treated as a depreciable

or tax creditable investment in corporate research facilities. In recent years

wine of the main legal barriers to partnership program have been removed. With

those barriers eliminated, sone of the advantages of cargrus-based 17esearch

envircnnents, especially for ccntiortia-type research, have merged. The more

open-ended, acplaratory atm:sphere of the carpis, the greater credibility

associated with research findings practiced in the "neutral" mucus envircnnent,

and easier access to inexpensive yet highly motivated student research

assistants all favor collaborative carpus-based projects once negative factors

are removed.

In an, joint research partnerships encourage participaticn in a relatively

narrow band of intellectual topics and appeal to individuals who are carmitted

to a specific scientific or engineering research topic. Such persons may also

be relatively synparhetic to corporate interests in developing products based al

the research. Researchers -- whetheir Employed by corporations or universities -

who ere involved in topics of public ccntroversy or topics far rernoved fran

product developnEnt sees to be less likely to beams participants in educaticn-

businms research partnership projectz.

Romanic Deve/oprrent Partnerships

Partnerships bebeen higher educaticn and business for eonnard.c develcpment

are changing and increasing (see Doyle and Brisson, 1985). Domenic develcpment

9
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partnerships have three taces:

Cormunitv deve1opment refers to planning and Implanenting projects and

programs to improve the ecorrmic and social qualities of life In a wtole

camunity or geographic area. Gains in individual or institutional wealth are

assumed to contribute to overall public welfare. A not college coccus, a new

office of a goverment egency or of a private employer, a new factory, a neW

ausetin, or the upgrading or evansion of these, are actively sought and

developed by public and private interests for the additional jobs, tax revenues,

and =Ismer spending they can be expected to bring to a camunity and region.

Part of this expected value may be acre Indirect: far sample, the expectation

that the presence of one organization may attract others, whether as suppliers,

ccopetitors, or simply as neighbors constituting a core for ea:comic growth.

The Mammies Education Project of the Highlander Research and Educatial Center

(V) is an exarple of a TWO partnership for camunity development. The project

is developing a participatory research me education process to enable residents

of rural Appalachian casounities to deal with the Impacts of the changing

ecauny art the economic and social qualities of their communities. Models of

new partnerships between local higher education institutions and grassroots

°morality grave have been developed. A new economics curricultan for local

camunity development is also being developed.

Institutional develmment Involves a more self-serving analysis and

utilizatial of the organization's own resources.

colleges and universities have more carefully analyzed their real estate

holdings and other real estate parcels in their vicinities. Reflecting cal the

successes of SiliON1 Valley near Stanford University, the Route 128 corridor

near the research and engineering schools of the Boston area, and the Research

Triangle in North Oirolina's university research center, oolleges and

In ream* years, for example,



universities are placing nem end higher values on their regicral irwestrnents,

their faculty, and their physical resources. Even universities that do not

aspire to naticral status better understand the attractions of the campus

research enviraiment for businesses involved in knowledge prcductial.

Instituticral developnent involves new ways of identifying the tangible and

Intangible assets of the institution and finding ways to capitalize those assets

ard market then to potential partners. An example of a partnership for

inertituticral development is the Model CAD/CAM Training Center at the Milwaukee

Area Technical College (WI). The CAD/CP,M Training Center offers sofbrare and

training materials In "Ctoprter Integrated Manufachwing" for retraining

industrial berckers. As part of the Center, a microcceputer-based OD system was

developed. 'the system has been sold to ecbcaticral instituticos and a

dealership nabk has been established.

Business develcvment includes elements of both =amity and institutional

develoPrent. 'the aka here is to grow new enterprises or to assist older ones.

Sponsoring entrepreneurial "inakatcr" centers and venture capital funds far

gall businesses, or organizing small business assistance centers (perhaps with

state or federal governnent funding) may have ocatrunity develcpnent as a primary

prrpose and Instituticnal development as a seoondary pirpose. 'the method chosen

is clearly that of knproving the charms of business cwners to achieve product

development and marketing success. This is In sane ccntrast to the errphasis of

Immunity developrent on building an Infrastruchare of public services and core

employers which supplies the earrnic "yeast" for self-generating grairth. And

it is also in ccntrast to the erwhasis of institutional developrent on the

carparatively marry., self-Interest of a specific organization. 'the Small

Business Incubator Project of Portland Camunity Oollege (OR) is En manna, of a

parbiership for biainess development. In additicn to offering lav cost rental
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space to small businesses, the project provides support services, classes,

seminars, ard professional consultalticrs to the prospective entrepreneurs.

Businesses can remain in the inoWbedzwetring their developmental period, up to

three years, after which the project assists with relocatian for ongoing

operation.

Education-work partnere/lips minis used to generate developmmytprojects,

or gertnerships can be rurbared and generated as a result of effective economic

development projects.

As with research partherships, economic development projects frequently

dependongovernment funding or tax policies as a a:matinee active and sometimes

silent partner. Interest-subsidized revenue hoods, for wimple, may be more

easily justified in public policy rhetoric if a universityhor similar non-profit

research organization is a sponsor of a project and is likely to be a major

beneficiary of the public subsidy. Urban Development Action Grants (UDAG),

Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), ard other direct payments from

governmental programs canlbe used as incentives foroollaborative projects.

Federal and state trainhnginonies frail vocatianal edUcation ard Department of

Labor training programs are used in many states to buildl programs of job

training partnerships among comminityhcolleges, gnawers, unions, and other

community-basededUcation and training organizations. Some states,

Massadhusetts and Pennsylvania, for ample, have created state-fxxXkdprograms

whidh require matching contributions and collaborative agreements between

gnawers and education institutions befOre state financial support is provided.

Finally, the largest incentives for college parblimnalips with gnawers and

unions may be:through tax-finanoed student grants, loan guarantees, and

subsidized tuition rates at public institutions.

12
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The incentives for eomanic development parblerships are many and varied.

Rill understanding of these varied incentives, of the financial savings that can

be built into program serving different institutional and coanunity needs, and

of the ways program arn be marketed to different audiences in business, labor,

and the public sector can be an laportant factor in determining the success of

partnership programs.

Human Reemrce Deve lei:cent

The life of every working adult is a kith of informal partnership between

0:::Aucaticn and vicric institutions. A career with a Mandy flat of inane is the

laplied reward that follows fran educational preparation. Individuals mist drew

the =Inactions by asking miser choices, selecting educational programs,

earning incare to pay for eclucaticn, searching cut a first and successive jobs,

learning on the job, and using the career advancement nebork to move from

positim to position.

Many ocaporatims have their rrxruiters. Colleges have their placement

offices and =operative education p=grams, as well as their continuing

educatim program. Nonetheless, collaborative partnerships for career

development are as underdeveloped and as wen to innovative possibilities as are

the research and mimic development pregrarna currently attracting leadership

attention. Gradually, employer, union, and educatim leaders are recognizing

°pp:el.:atlas for programs that formalize explicit relationships between

performarce at work and performance in education.

Put in terms of career progression, tunan resource development partnerships

can be categorized as:

o Entry-level preparation and orientation

o Technical skill develcpnent and maintenance

13
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o Career transition ;reparation and skill enhanoement

o Career completion

Ehtzy-level preparation and orientation: Instructional program at most

colleges and universities are dolioatAxirwimarily to preparing yam students

for their first major transition from education to work. Whether the goals of

study be liberal arts, sciences, engineering, technician skills, legal or

medical studies, few studenth would attend undergraduate, graduate, or

professional degree programs without career preparation as a primary activation.

At first glance, edUcation institutions ought to be expert in understanding and

shaping the subtle and carplex relationships between intellectual training,

skill training, and career transition planning.

In recent years entrylevel preparation birpostseoondaryedication

institutions has come to include remedial edOcation in basic skills rwesumed to

have teen taught during elementary and secondary education. Some corperations

and unions have oxrtracted with postseccndary education institutions to provide

basic skill training to their employees or to develop basic skills curricula for

adult learners. The English Language Training for the Workplace Program of

Arizona Sthte University provides English-as-a Second-Language training to

employees of lioneywell's Large ComprUa! Products Division. 'the ;magma uses an

innovative "functional" approadh to language training. The curriculum deals

with language in a cosprehensive way including grammar,

pronunciation/intonation, spelling, ccammication strategies, style, and

culture. The aspects of language skills are always presenteid with content drawn

from the work environment at Honeywell.

In other instances, universities and colleges have become involved in

collatoratiee projects with Encloyers, local governments, unions, ard others to

improve the effectiveness of elementary and secondary education. Sharing



reversibility for the design and effectiveness of the entire educaticn system

may lead to MT ways of inccxrporating the traditienal liberal arts core of the

undergraduate curriculun into pre-occupaticnal training. In many communities,

making these dianges bran the traditional role and content of postseoondary

educatial institutiens has regtdred collaborative brainess-acadenic leadership.

Tectnical skill develceinent and maintenance have bong been a higher

&bestial fimetion. These activities range frau the sumer executive seminars

for alurni and corporate top managers to the skill training of associate degree

or certificate programs. Its rapidly growing training functicn within

carporatiers is the catalyst for greater use of oorreract training and long-term

"retainer" training relaticnships. Deployment-based tuiticn assistaice programs

have became a mainstay of many continuing educaticn program at nearby colleges

and universities. On the basis of these boo ernes of aiployer funding --

training and tuitiai Demister= -- specific degree and mei-degree pregraes can

be developed. The Special Technician Training Progran of Rio Salado Cammity

College (AZ) has trained production line workers of Motorola, Inc. in electronic

and sani-oonductor tectriolcgy. Participants are given paid leave for as year

with all tuiticn carts covered by the carpany. oserunity college has

designed a cne-year Associate in Applied Scierce degree program with courses

held five days a wsek for eight hours a day. Upcm ompletien, participants are

placed in electronic technician and seed-calductia processor praitiers within

Motorola. The ccntract between Motorola and the catinunity college includes

provision of a training center, technical aluipnent, and cooperative education

experiences for students.

Similarly, collaborative opportunities abound in the develcprent of

programs and research supporting the career transiticns of adult "'Pricers and of

retiring workers. Whether these transiticre are initiated voluntarily or
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involuntarily by the individual, employers are assuming more responsibility than

has been the case historically for the financing ad planning of personnel

changes. An outplacement industry of consultants is being created first by

difficult economic conditions and second by a ftmderental restructairgr of the

"social ea-tract" between employer and employee. As researchers, as

ccnsultants, and as traditional providers of career counseling and training,

postsmondary education instilastias still have mudh ta learn about the

educational needs of adults famingoccupational and a:amid transitiall. But

their position is no different from that of arployers, unions, professionai

associaticrs, and adUlts themselves leo are alearmxdrequickly Into uncharted

territory. With these uncertain times and the anxieties of manylcdcane is

coming a strong compulsion for lifelong learning: the need to have multiple

skills and experiences simply to make career change less risky. Better

understanding of the dynamics of career change can itself be &basis for the

developmentapertnentliplawals.

Suronvry

Collaborative putnerShips bebreenpasteecondery educaticm institutions and

work institutions are essentially of three types: researdh partnerShips

intended to produoe and develop ideas; econcedc partnerships intended to produce

and develop wealth; and Wren rescurce partnerships intended to develop people.

Within each of these categories are many different opportunities for substantive

projects lihking edOcation ard work institutiens. But the likelihood of actual

project initiation and the scale of resauroes allocated to specific activities

are influenced by many factors and problems. Collaborative activities tend to

develop around substantive isamlohere common interests are strongest. nese

=men interests may engage only small aspects of the collaborating

instituticns. Mbving beyond thersuginsoffwestigiaus areas of collatcration
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requires persistent creativity, persuasicn, and solid Performance-

in. WED COLLABORATES?

Wto participates in collabor.ative projects? Each partnership activity has

a ripple effect an the politics and personalities of the Institut-tan involved.

One must ask in each case rot only id the respective organizations benefit, but

also who else benefits.

Sane understanding of the ceganizational conditions for collaboratial is

essential to an understanding of wto collaborates and who benefits from

collaboration. 'Its basic factors involved ean be described fran four

perspectives:

1. Vs perspective of organization mission: Are the style and substance
of the collabocative prognan consistent with the organization's sense
of its Crsirk identitY?

2. The locus of the initiative within the organizatim: *at are the
effects en those involved and those Tot involved?

3. The level of leadership directly responsible for the collaborative
initiative: Wet pokers of position and resouroes are brought to bear
in support of the program?

4. The depth of institutional involveamt in the program Are the
activities restricted legitimately to a mall corner of the
organization or are the opportmities and moats widely distributed?

Effects of Mission

An organization's mission, its sense of main purposes, has Teich to do with

Ate projects it selects fcc collaborative programs, the types and size of

sesources &wawa to these programs, and the selection of people to be involved.

Ompatar firms prefer programs and projects that advance the sophisticatim,

quality, uses, and reputations of ocaprters. Insurance firms also lock to ways

of enhancing their products, including commie and calamity development

activities that enhanoe the value of real estate properties In their invesbnent
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portfolios. Labor intensive businesses and labor unions seek ways of enhancina

the quality of the labor force, particularly as it affects the quality of entry-

level workers, supervisors, aanagers, or skilled labor. The Honeywell Engligh

Language Training Prop= and thole/tavola Special TcChnician Training Program

are examples of Iwo anowspwlizeilmOs mission determines the nature of the

partnerships entered imb)vd.illiratitutions of higher education.

Similarly the missions of educaltimiratitutions estabLiaft the direction of

their partnership interests. Researchmiversities sudh as Yale, Harvard, or

Rutgers look primarily for partxwridlipe which enhance their reputations as

innovators on the cutting edge of new knowledge in fields such as

phannaosuticals, business organization, or ceramics. Other universities and

colleges (or other departments at the same institutions) seek partnerships which

enhance their reputations as innovators in applied research and producers of

quality professional workers. Liberal arts colleges seek partnerships enhancing

theirviewcf the world, seeing themselves as producers of creative managers and

pre-professionals. Community colleges draw on their severel missions: as

providers of lifelong learning to adults entering no:careers, as producers of

quality entry-level technical workers, as providers of remedial learning to

employees lacking skills, and as sources of technical assistanoe to local mall

tusiness.

The BdOcation Bridges to Options in High Technology Employmelt project of

San Diego State University (CM,), the College of Staten Island (NY) Upper

Division Badhelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) project, and the School for New

Learning graduate proaree of DePaul thiversity (IL) are examples of how the

mission of the education institution can dictate the nature of its partnerthips.

The San Diego State University project offers retraining and updating in

biotechnology and analytical chemistry to mid-career scientists for professional
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developmeut and career enhancement. The project responds to the school's

mission of serving the expanding high technology industrial community in San

Diego County. The College of Staten Itlandproject provides amens barworlking

BNB to have access to and progress trmard the BSN. The program responds to the

college's mission of meeting the edOcational needs of working adUlts and the

human resouroe need:sof the health and social service deliverers in New York

City. The DePaul Univemmity project directly responds to the School for New

Learning's mission of offering innovative experiential liberal arts programs to

umwking adults. This Masters of Arts program integrates skills and perspectives

of the liberal arts with irdividually-tailored programs of study in various

professional areas.

Thus, an organization's missicn in many direct and subtle ways stereotypes

the reputaticns of the people who wzrk far it, both enhancing and restricting

the opportunities availatae to them for collaborative action. Even so, the

experienoe of American colleges, universities, corporations, and unions over the

past fog years appears to indicate that all these institutions have seriously

undervalued the resources they bring to the parbwm*Iii) negotiating table ani

underestimated the variety of profitable opportunities 63r collaboration among

education and work organizations.

Employer organizations and unions tend to undervalue the learning that

occurs daily on the job. 03nexpently they often neglect ways of improving

workplaces as learning enviraseents. Work organizaticns are only beginning to

understand that the spirit of self-initlatmdlearning and problem-solving can be

nurtured and =tined with techniques of training ani formal instruction as

important aspects of tusiness success. As mrkplaces become better organized as
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learning environments they will also became more attractive partners for

colleges and universities trying to Show connections between theory and

practice.

Similarly, postsecondary educationceganizations have not viemed themselves

as the owners of franchises on imgcmtant aspects of research, knowledge, and

instruction. Organizations are established and maintained only at great cost.

Once estataished their presence tends to ward off the establiementce other

similar organizaticrs. State boards ce higher edOcationmay explicitly limit

competition by preventing other instituticns from developing oompeting programs.

Businesses and labor organizations have long appreciated the power of such

"franchise" positions. Unlike large and wealthy corporations able to seek out

information and expertise anywhere in the nation or ulorld, the typical employer,

unicn, or student trust look closer to hate. EdUcationdratItutions, while

thoroughly experienced in exploiting their geopmphicpwoximity to high =tool

gradUates, are frequently naive in exploiting that same proximity to other

cmganizations.

The language arts faculty need not be of national stature in order to

provide top quality instniction tailored to the needs of nearby managers and

industrial workers. The economics department can develcp a strong reputation

locally as a source of regional economic data and analysis without expecting to

compete with major university researehers in the pages ofprofessional journals.

The mathematics, science, business, and language departmentom, by payingmore

attention to the economic and demographic characteristics of the region's

empacyers, may be able to develop special expertise in areas of research,

scholarship, and instruction that will tring national or internaticnal fame



while also attending to matters of immediate import in the regicn. Mese

opportunities and possibilities are inherent in almost every collaborative

relatiaiship.

Serials development of education-work partnerships stoculd strengthen the

diversity of Merican postsecarlary instituticns. Better understanding rot clay

of their cmon strengths and weaknesses as isolated institutiam lmit also of the

strengths and weaknesses of the camunities, regions, and other organizations

within their reach should result in more sophisticated understanding of

corganizaticrel missicns and identities. 211.5 deeper understanding should lead

in turn to more creative uses of joint ventures between education and ttork

organizatiorm. Ror maple, the nation's elite research universities are

veorking sore actively then ever before to capitalize an ttair "franchise"

resources of expertise and prestige (including joint research projects, research

park and real estate developments, oomunity acticn program, and even sumer

sports carps). Other educators following these exaples will =re to see the

opportunities for partnerships that can be Ecttncl in their own backyards. The

Milwaukee Area Tectnical °allege microcomputer D systen discussed earlier is a

case In point.

locus in the Organisatim

At first blush, the problem of locatIgn within a given organizaticn of a

partnership project or program nust appear obvious. Of course a new genetic

engineering Partnership program will involve a fei key academic deparbnents and

one or nowe of the far fine with expertise in that field. And of course the

new aubmotive tedrricial program awns:red try the local automobile dealers'

association will benefit the automotive specialists.

Programs in each of the three categories of partnership activities tend

inevitably to benefit these responsible fcc organizing and directing the
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program. Publicity, possiblyprestige, job security, and professicnal

opportunities may accanpany the project.

But the location of a program can l'ork inapposite directions. Mbst

partnership efforts are small, tentative explorations, of view ways to provide

services, solve organimaticnal problems, or develop credibility and trust across

organizations. Ventures that have the blessing of high university and corporate

officials maybe viewed suspicipuslym merely negligently if not given

appropriate attention and resources. Ventures lacking higher endOrsements face

all kinds of astacles of attitude and administrative practice unless the entire

organization is accusb3md to the nurturing of innovative programs. Sudh

innovation-raarturingorganizatims are rare.

In this broad analysis, therefore, location of a partnership program

activity can elicit two types of effects: rewards or difficulties. In either

case a special entrepreneurial outlolcwill be required an the part of the

individual; responsiMe for the project or pEogran.

Over the years most faculty have learned to live with the fact that certain

specializations and professions have greater opportunities than others for

external consulting and the income and visibility that sudh activity provides.

Within deparbmambe accaraciaticns are made for the star performers. TO the

extent that these activities bring additional funds, students, researdh

opportunities, and prestige to the institution, the faculty and departments

involved often flrd ways to claim special rights and treatment :*is dealing with

other department and campus addmistrators. Impending in large part on the mix

of personalities, the internal politioscan be either ferrelousccdiplamatic.

Collaborative activities of a lov-key nature, small in scope and involving

only a few faculty, can have much the same impactwithin a college or university

as a ccnsulting relaticnship. But the relationship takes an a different quality
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and significance once an official instituticoal involvement is suggested. The

first projects nmy be smaller and less r....awcwthy, than a fezultyarmulting

project. But the intent, even the mere possibility of developing longer term

relationships with ane or mare external ccganizations raises the "ante" and

intraduoes new factors affecting faculty participaticn. Similarly in a

corporatiam or union, the individual project of a subordinate manager or

official takes an different meaning if it represents the direction bawd which

higher level officials may went to move the entire organizatial.

Therefore the prooess by Which chief executives -- whatever their

organization -- or other policy-making officials reveal or hide their intentions

and revive./ and select parbmwat114)mcctunities makes an enormous difference in

the ways these activities are perceived and supported by others in the

organization.

At times it is advisable to minimize the impact of particular prcdects an

an organization. The special exceptiomonede to permit the project to

am:119.1/3h its gcels are specifically rejecba3 as precedents. in other cases it

makes sense to develop formal organizatIcral policies and to support an activity

as an example of the type of initiative desired.

Same times it makes senee to stress the ways in which the entire
organization benefits from the side effects of a particulmcpcoject and to

establiah special commitbaes to oversee the activity, learn frau it, and seek

additional ways to involve others. AA: other times it makes sense to protect a

project frau boo math attentica, whether to protectalimited Widget or to

protect a politically sensitivelcoject activity. The considerations are

multiple. Vet from a strategic viewpoint, every collaborative project should be

assessedcrthoo its present locatimm In the organizaticn can testi* used to

toudh and inform the lives of othermanbers of the organizaticn, and how its
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presence can be used to enhance and perhaps give new meaning to the central

missicn of the organization.

Level of Leadership

The question of who collaborates in edUcation-mckpartnershipperjects and

programs also must be answered in terms of the level or levels within an

organization at which the partnership activity is initiated. Major differenoes

in style and substance of realzmuntdos are affected by the relative differences

in power, prestige, resouroes, and visibility associatedwith different levels

within organizations. These differences frequently determinewto gets involved

and in what ways.

Vet it is doubtful that a top level activity is inherently "better" than a

lcwer levea activity. Successful and influential pertnerthippwojects can be

initiated as readily at the junior staff level as at the presidential level.

Ito frequently ps:ple assune that top level support is essential, an aummtbon

that raises expectatiamayetmayresult in greater disappointment When success

does not folk*: obediently the commands of those leaders.

Success and quality are functicns of wise manageeent (and good ludk) at any

level, built an a proper use of the levers of control available to those

directing the collaborative effort. The impact of organizational level an

program quality and success requires, therefcce, soma discussion of the

available Ulla= of cXiltr01 at each level. Fcc pJrxess of this brief

discussicn, two generalized "levels" will be analyzed: "top level" initiatives

and "lower level" initiatives. Tile intent of the ccneents that folly, is to

approach each organizaticnal level objectively andwithout pejorative

connotations. Different situations can make either level the target of

°mortality.
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Top level leaders, for exavie, tend to be vexy sensitive to failure. A

leader lams that he or she has a limited sb:ck of credibilitY. 14any &elands

are made to tap that limited stock of decision-making opportunities.

Ocnsequent3.y, the typical ceganizaticnal leader wants ideas to be tested, to

have all the risks identified and taken into account before decisicns are made

*W.& the yorthiness of a project or the mount of reewroes to be invested in

it. Such thinking tends to err en the side of cautiousness.

Small, pericherel projects with which the leaders of organizations have

little or no direct orntact can play crucial roles in the develocreent of

partrerehip programs by testing and cleansing ideas of their sore outrageous and

ineffective features. Itir3 the interplay babseen top level mid lower level

initiatives is essm*ial. Rapid progress and enttslatagn for PartnershiP

progress develop in situatirns where participants at the different levels of an

organization understand and ornsciously employ the techniques of interecticn
batmen high level and loom level initiatives. Where chief executives and

staff do not comainicate, cb not understand the qv:le:unities and ploys

available to them, or even disagree and work at cross purposes, partnexshiP

initiatives at any level are more likely to encounter frustration and failure.

yes: The involvement of top level officials in a

oollatarative educaticeersosic project usually istplies the making or anticipation

of a decision related to ate or more of six factors:

o a major investment of financial rescuroes;

o e major shift in irestibitional missicrt (or the decision to reject a
procceed shift in atissicn);

o a major change in organizaticael practices:

8 majce penman change;

o a major public telaticns opp:irtunity to represent the organizaticn and
take credit for sows out-of-the-ordinary accrsplishrsat; or
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o a major political move to assuage, or reward, sane individual or
group.

Ir other vr:Irds, the involvement of top officials in a collaborative project

probably has little to do with the substantive =tent of the project itself and

far more to do with impact of the project cn the organizaticn. Dear though the

topic may be to the les:lair's heart, the development of a new ccewter assisted

design program, the retrainirig of displaced workers, or the enrollment of

assembly line vsorkers in a technician level degree proven rust take seccnd

place to the questicn of whether or not the prcposed activity will enhance the

survival, mintinuity, and grarth of the cerjanizaticn in a constantly changing

world.

Because individuals differ in their judgnents regarding hag irnovative

activities will serve to enhance or detract from an organization's missicn or

reputaticn, decisiors abcut collaborative activities can be ccntroversial.

Support frau the chief executive usually weans that the organizaticres resources

-- its =lies, personnel, reputaticn, and allies -- either will be enlisted in
support of a project (thrcwing the weight of the organizaticn behind the

project) or at least will be kept in a neutral positicn, allcwing the project to

prove itself without undue interference. Ea the very fact of top level support

may arouse mu:roes of hidden cppositicn. People who might have ignored a

project operating modestly under the direction of a junior profess= or manager

will pay close sttenticn to the we project if it appears to have the blessing

and interest of the top executives. Is the project a harbinger of things to

cane? If it were expanded, what muld be the implicaticns for the standard ways

of doing things? If made permanent, who stands to gain, and who to lose? Would

basic research be shifted into university laboratories? Wzuld managers and

union officials be accepted as adjunct faculty? Would affirmative acticn
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procjrams be taken more earicusly7

In a vaord, projects can quickly becalm politicized once the top officials

of an organizaticn are Involved. Sometimes politicizaticn helps a project by

setting policy or intimidating the Informal olopositicn, than persons who delay

actiais and raise objecticre mid generally undermine the ability of a project to

perform. Saretimes politicization hinders project performanoe by making

Potential cppenents more aware of the significance of the project's goals and

practices, of the people the project proposes to serve, and of the poinba at

which the project is most vulnereble to criticise.

'Bop level involvement In collaborative projects, therefore, is mist

justifiab3.e when the skins and resources associated with an organizaticn's top

leadership are most In demand and can be most useful In practice. Of these

skills and resources, credibility is the most isrportant. 'Its endorsement of top

officials, their casttinent to the goals of a project, their word that a project

is of genuine leccrtance to the mission and future of an organizaticn, can carry

mem= weight with funding agencies and prospective partner organizaticrs and

key perscnnel. 'the details of what is meant must be worked cut according to the

silmaticn, of comae. But the initial casnillnent to a project frau top officers

pits their credibility on the line and affects how seriously their caceitments

will be viewed In the future. Because it is preferable to avoid spending one's

=edibility, leaders generally prefer partnership projects that can manage on

their ain to find funding and prcduce desirable results withcut leadership

involvement. 'Ito leader's skill and status are saved for other days and bigger

deals.

In additicn to their credibility as leaders, that is, as pecple with the

capacity to assure that things get done, tcp level officials are pressed to

antral resources. Smaller projects make relatively modest claim cri an
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organization's resources. Larger projects, by steicing an Rom tCeS as it were,

make larger clabre: they need more attention frau central administrative units,

are mom likely to require special dispensaticns freffil certain rules, and are

more likely to make ane group of people in the organization more noticeably

enviable than the other groups. Leaders get called upcn to balance these

diverse interests and to assure an equitable distribution of rewards, or to

rationalize tkm inequities in ways others accept as reasonable.

Involvement by tcp level officials is also necessary when changes in

organizaticnal missicn are required. This frervently requires shifts in

resources. The ability to shift mission and resources is entirely beycnd the

abilities of laser level staff.

All these StraniS of oredthilltY, resources, and mission cane 13:getter in

the collaborative event made to order for the tcp level leader: the big deal.

It may have been planned mall in advance. Or it may be an orgortmistic idea,

casually menticned over drinks or dinner with a fella; top level leader. The

follaq-up discussicns, analysis, and planning may take years 'lay days. But

the implicaticris for the organization's future are large: morm.s, prestige, the

ability to attract staff and better serve clients all hang in the balance. At

such =manta the top level officer earns her or his pay by astutely

ocnceptualizing, adapting, and negotiating to assure that the collaborative idea

helps to shape the future ccurse of the organizaticn in desirable ways.

Two examples of the critical role of tcp level leaders in the success of

MI partnerships are the 'TECPLAY and Business Developent and 'llraining Center

projects. The TECPLAY project of the Naticnal Institute for Wcek and Learning

and the Charleston (SC) Higher FAucation Oonsortium provided a omputer assisted

program for upgrading basic skills and a ocaprehensive caroer developer*

progran to urban minority yang adults. The short and lag term success of the
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project is directly related to the roles played by the Mayor, the senior staff

of Trident Technical °allege, the head of the local City Venture Corparaticn,

and a amber of camunity leaders. Their suppart and the rexurces they

provided gave the project visibility and a solid foodng which thlere central to

its excess.

The Business Developnent and Training Center (flC) at Great Valley

Corparate Park (PA) Is a =operative joint venture of the Ompact of Lifelong

Education Opporhinities and Rouse and Associates. The BDIC brings aggregated

learning, business develcpnent assistance, and learning services to enployeas

and employers In the park. Credit and non-credit ootic9eS, iforkshsps and

emninars, career academic counseling, aseeseneat of prior learning, and

netwarking are offered thrcugh the BrifC. Without the airport and resources of

the head of Rouse and Assmistes the Center Would be little acre than a good

idea. The Chief Exea.rtive Officer of Rouse and Associates has provided space,

financing, staffing, and, wet Irtpartant, visibility to the Center and itz

varicus activities.

Ulmer level initiatives: The ability to devote cneeelf single-mindedly to

a project Is one key resource that the top level leader can rarely provide.

This, In contrast, Is the most precious resource of reeple warking at the lowr

levels of an organizaticn. At any level and for any perecn, many competing

demands an time and Energy abzund. But the top level executive has a job whose

very nature requires nultiple roles and rengcnsibilities. lamier dcwn the

organizaticnal ladder are iccated the respcnsibilities for actually implementing

the details of specific projects, and, fregiently, far creating the Ideas that

lead to other projects.

Small organizaticns such as wall hal:asses, local %mime, and enaller

colleges have ea new tasks to be dale and ea few reeple to da them that anycne
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with any enthusiasn is accn spread thinly over numerous responsibilities. In

such cases it is hard to talk of organizaticnal "levels." In part, this is the

very reascn the swam* taaard partnerships between education and work

organizaticrs has tended to focus al larger businesses and education

institutinns. tocal unions and snail tominesses are so deeply end =instantly

involved In their primary "bread and butler" writ that tine .and staff are not

available to explore possibilities of partnerships, mach lees actually manage

partnership projects. For these pecple to becane involved In a collaborative

educaticn-work project weans, by definition, that the purpcses and activities of

the project are directly related to the central purpose of their jots end their

organizaticrs' miseicns.

Within larger organizations smaller, less visible projects initiated by

individual managers and faculty can and have proved exceptionally valuable.

Like the invents= In the garage, testing and refining a product until it is

ready for market, wall collaborative projects enable pecple with foresight and

activation to tut ideas into practice and to Integrate the lessons of practice

Into nea oonoeptualizattons. Inplenenting the =wept may take many worths,

durirg which nag insights are seen, the strengths and limitaticns of partnership

and personal abilities are revealed, and the braid outside the project

constantly changes.

But what if a project that seemed to set a crucial ample turns out to be

unimportant In the grand scheme of events? Or perhaps it is headed In the right

direct:1m bit lacks erre neoessaxy ingredient. Or perhaps it is timely and does

ocnstitute an ample mirth replicating. The smaller project can take these

risks at a relatively la; ccert too the collaborating organizaticns. Indeed, the

nutual learning that comas through the project and the trust established

between profemeirnals and organization adninistratcors may be more valuable as a
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basis for future joint ventures than the substance of the specific project.

'e ensiles project initiated by an individual manager, researcher, facuity

member, or union official will seem to lack the "clout" that is associated with

more powerful positions in the organizational hierarchy. If the project

director decides that an advisory panel would be useful to assist in securing

access to informaticn or critique the development of the project, less

prestigious people will be attracted to the Lower level project than if the

invitaticn cates from a top level executive. All is prof- ortion: tednical

expertise and loner level contact people may be core important to the success of

the project than the visibility and temparary prestige of "mass."

'Me top executive can nore easily gain the atbenticn of news wedia and more

readily =nerd the atbenticn of the organization's man publicity staff. Cn the

other hand, individual faculty and staff with strcre reputations within their

min technical fields will have easier access to thoee specialized audiences.

Having the flexibility to call crl technical and institutional authorities as the

situation warrants enhances collaborative projects by providing access to

special skills and resources at all levels.

'e lcider level project is a valuable way to test the feasibility of ideas

and of relationships bottom organizations. It is also a way of testing the

ability of one's own organization to resp:nd to the inevitable organizaticnal

problems of collaboraticn: scheduling, personnel, financial arrangements,

decisicn-making and so forth. And the lager level project can be especially

effective as a way of undermining the legitimacy of current practices and

attitudes.

Whether ane takes the vimpoint that the project is testing cne's

organization in a problen-eolving way or tmdeirmining organizational practices in

a confrontational, revolutionary way will depend in part crl the personlities of
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the people involved and in part on the requirements of actual omnditions.

Inmost education institutions, corporations, and miens, collaborative

partnerships diverge from the standard operational procedures, the "S.O.P.s" of

routine relationdhips and responsibilities. Fen corp=ations rely on

universities for the bilk of their research. Fed colleges and universities rely

on partnership programs with empacvers and unicns far the lbulk: of their

students, research opporbinities, ar curricular programs.

/revitably, therefore, the inliviftslidho chooses to became invelvedl in a

partnership project is seeking to diffenantiabe himself or herself from other

faculty, administrators, criesmagers. Faculty in particular, because of the

nature of college and university jots and sehedules, have +Arms to pursue

individual intereslz. These interests may take them into collaborative ;rejects

with populations (far example, migrant laborers, the unemployed, and welfare

withers) ard organizations (for asamPle, lab= unions, civil rights

organizations, community based groups of Whatever kind) that represent interests

frequently in opposition to the dominant:business and pcaitIcal powers. Or, as

is typical of business sehool faculty, the individUal interest of the educator

might be entirely censisbentlaith the interests of the dominant political ;ewers

and aimed at improving the functicning of those ctudnant organizations. It is

natural in these Choices that the character of the partnership should take an

the core attitudes of the individuals and organizatims involved.

Thus in some cases the individuals initiating lower level partnership

activities use them to differeeftate themselves frau their peers in hopes of

improving their visibility and approval in the eyes of higher authorities. In

ather Instances, by seeking collabmnedImbparjects with erganizations not viewed

sympathetically by those authorities, the initiators are challenging the powers

that be. In either case the rewards of partnership ;rejects are likely to
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attract entrepreneurial, indivicbalistic persms. But the style of erativation

and action will differ dramatically.

Ctollab=orative activities, it seems, inply a certain level of

calfrcritatacnal spirit, either toward one's peers mired in routine or toward

other orgenizatiam whme structures and behaviors have created the conlitims

which the collal:arative project is meant to overcome. The Rural Education/Adult

Developnent in Idaho (REAM) project is one =apple of a ma partnership that is

characterized by a lower level initiative "cn the margin" of its instituticn.

Housed in the Caverative Extension Service of the University of Idaho, the

READ/ project helps develop computer literacy in rural adults. Warkin3 with

local tusinemses and cannunity grace, the project identifies ways tectrology

can spur econanic development in lecolated rural calamities. nun its incepticn

the project has been a lam. level initiative of ane caanitted energetic parson

who is "on the margin" of the Extension Service and the University.

The level at which a partnership project is initiated and operated within

an organization profoundly influences who conceives, who negatiates, who

directs, who perform, who assesses, who represents, and who benefits fran

collaborative education-work projects and pro:gnus.

Depth of Oalaboration

Eventually the question of who =flatmates begs the question of how deeply

felt within an organization are the values and practices of collet:oration. Do

partnership programs and, more to the goint, the style and erethods of reaching

out to other organizations affect an organization and its miters superficially

or profoundly? Are such programs praised as exanples for emulation or are they

restricted to the periptiery of institutional attention? Are they used as

catalysts for change within the larger parent organization? Or are they used

for public relations papmes to deramixate a degree of cutward-lookirg concern
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while the rest of the organization is in fact shielded frail the influences of

their exatples?

When used superficially, collaborative projects are not likely to be

ccntroversial. They do not challenge standard cperating procedures and are

likely to involve relatively few people. Scheduling, ertaffirg, location,

decisicn-making, assessment of results, and other matters requiring a uharing of

viewpoints and authority along the collaborating organizaticns are carefully

isolated to the collaborative projects. Inplicaticns for Improvements in

overall organizaticna perfouranoe are not discussed.

Wnen used in ettre PrOfound ways, the experiences of the organization in

ccnduoting collaborative projects are carefully examined far lessons learned.

Starxiard operating procedures whether dealing with pers:nnel, papencrk,

rawneiratim, ar other relevant tcPice -- are carefully reviewd and catpared to

those of other organizations. Inquiries about the project experience are

encouraged. the board of trustees ar directors is kept informed, and top

officials are able to mcnitor the quantity and quality of the arganizaticn's

efforts to establish and maintain collaborative relaticnships with other

organizaticne Members know that findin; ways to boric with other organizations

is an acceptable means of solving problems.

An example of a nor partnership that uses collabaraticn in a profound way

is the Ext:erienced Workers Re-Training Prcgram of St. Louis Ctamunity College

(M)). The program involves a local partnership of business, education, labor,

and goverment to provide outplacement services to waters and eeployers

affected by structural changm; in the local eccnany. In addition to helping

saorkers and enployers, the project has had a profound inpact on the relaticns
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tetween the oollege and business sectors in the community, nat cray in

delivering training program that are responsive to business needs but in a wide

range of other areas as wall.

IV. SURALARY AND COMLUSIO4

There are no simple &taws to the questions surrounding collaboraticn. A

oollege or %adversity that bases its curricultza cn oxperative educaticn

programs, requiring studenim and perhaps faculty to leave the caucus and tork at

intervals in ncn-educaticrt organizaticrs, is not necessarily a "better" or more

effective organization than a oollege or %adversity with a standard curricultza.

It may operate cn oollaborative principles and may do a better job of serving

those students who seek theoretical learning with wxk experieve, tut all this

is ckre with trade-offs of ties and Energy that could have teen spent cal a

traditional classroom curricultza.

A oceporaticn that =tracts with a university for a joint research prograu

cri computers or cosmetics is nat neoessarily batter or more effective than its

competitor that prefers its in-touse research team A company that joins a

ocnscortim of firms in supporting human develogrant projects is not necessarily

wiser than a firm that persists in going its cost way. A %lam that develops a

oollaborative research and training project with a local oollege may in fact be

spending resources batter used cn other Liam projects.

Partnership program start from problem. Collabxaticn is a strategy for

solving problers. 'Ite cioncegts of partnerships and collabxaticrt viewed in the

abstract are cray solutions in search of problems. Me benefits resulting frau

oollaboraticn mist te self-evident tefore a partnership program is initiated.



By the sane token, organizations faoed with prob/ems need to look beyond their

afm boundaries and the limitations of their own resources when searching for

solutions. 'Its parblership opticn shotild be considered on its cr,qn merits.

Who in an organization collaborates depends on ouch sons than the

personality and motivation of individuals. Opportunities to Initiate and

participate in collaborative programs are directly influenced by an

organization's mission, the locus of the collaborative activity within the

organization, the level at whion the individual works and at which the project

is Initiated, and the depth of an organization's experience with parbership

projects.
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